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ABOUT THE ARTIST
Michael Allen Chel ich is a native Indiana resident inspired

by the great

mosters of the Renaissance and Ba roq ue peri ods of art. He begon his
studies 01 the American Academy o f Ar' in Chicago. In his first year

Chelich won three tuition scholarships presented by the American
Academy of Art, the Northern India na Ar' Association, and the Indiana
Federation of Women's Clubs. In his second year at the Academy,
Chelich won an additional scholarship contest sponsored by the Union
league Club of Chicago. During these formative years in Chicogo,
he was heavily inHuenced by his life drawing teocher Fred Berger.

Berger opened Chelich's mind and demanded the best Irom the young
orlisl. Berger stressed the creati ve and compositional aspects of art,
as well as artistic anatomy.
After two years in Chicago, Chelich left for Minneapolis where he
attended Atelier lock , a school dedicated to the revival of excellence
in craftsmanship. The founder of the school, Richard lock, believes that
on emphasis on craftsmanship is a quality in painting which has slowly
but surely deteriorated over the lost hundred years. lock nurtured and
refined Chelich's talents through diligent and personal ized instruction.
Monolith (detail), oil.
Richard Lock's own artwork is in line with the tradition of the academic and impressionistic schools of painting .
lock's outlook and contribution to the art world is a unique and precarious one which is dependent on the transmission
of accumulated knowledge of post generations of artists. Chelich hopes to continue in this tradition and help grow with
the add itianol accumu lated knowledge goined from his own trials ond experiences. In this pursuit Chelich is instructing
drawing and pointing in Chicago ot the School of Representational Art.
M ike Chelich now resides and works in Hammond, Indiana where, for the last ten years, he has been pointing and
teach ing at his art studio. The thirty-four·yeor-old ortist hos received several important portroit commissions. These include
Evon Bayh, Governor of Indiana; Phil C. Neal, retired Dean of the University of Chicago's Low School; Dr. Fronk Lloyd,
former President of the Methodist Hospita l in Indianapolis; Dr. Thaddeus P. Kawalek, retired President of the Chicogo
College of Osteopathic Med ici ne; and Judge Thieme, current Superior Judge of the Crimi na l Court in Fort Wayne,
Indiana . Chelich also won a notionol contest for Grant monies from the Stacey Lee Foundation in Oklahoma. In addition,
Chelich's wark has been published in the notionally recognized magazine, American Artist.
Apart from the portrait commissions, Chelich's greatest interest and passion lies in the creation of narrative and
allegorical figure compositions . He has always been fascinated and moved by Ihe great figurative paintings of artists
from the Rena issance, Boroque and Romantic periods in Western art. To further his knowledge of figurative pointing,
he vi sited the churches, castles and museums of Western Europe to study the artwork of the old European Masters.
His dream naw is to produce figurative art similar in drama and design but with themes drawn from contemporary
culture. Chelieh relates that "creative figure composition challenges me at every level of my abilities and allows for
a fulfill ing expression of feelings and ideas inspired by particular themes of man and hi s relationship to his own kind
and the world at l arge.~

ABOUT THE PAINTINGS
Michael Chelich is a classical realist pointer whose works range from portraits and still li fes to his more challenging
narrative pieces. The portraits and stililifes begin as charcoal drawings an toned paper. The image is transferred to
canvas and local colors are loosely blocked-in. In the second sloge, forms ore defined, detoils are developed, and edges
are softened. In the finol slages Chelieh tries to capture the luminosity ond subrle color of the subiect.

Chelich also has some narrative figure compositions on di splay. For these works, he h;s adapted the Venetian
painting technique used by such Old Masters as TintoreHo (1518. 15 9A) and Veronese (1 52 8-1588). In a work such
as Christ Washing Peter's Feet, Chelich first executes a monochromatic underpainting. This monochrome provides
underlying color un ity for the subsequent scumbles and glazes of color.
The underpoi nting must be kept lighter in value than the values
in the completed form because glozes of color deepen Ihe tones.
When pointing the figures, thick impastos were applied to the light
and ha lftone mo sses while the cool neutral underpainting showed
throug h for the dark halftone of the flesh . The underpainting might
also show through in architecture, drapery and other areas.

Monolith dramatically depicts mankind 's struggle to bring about social
change . It is a commentary about the callous aHitude today's corporate
America seems to have toward its workers. Chelich spent well over one
and a half years 10 complete the piece. He conceived of il through
numerous notes ond thumbnai l sketches. O nce a rough compositional
design was created he developed the perspective layout and placement
o f figures. Next, Chelich worked on figure studies drown from the live

Study for Chris' Washing Peter's Feet, charcoal
model in charcoal and postel.
His next step in the pointing's
preparatory process was to
create 0 large scale block and
white cartoon where he can
make design adjustments and
finali ze the composition. Finally
he was ready to begin painting
on the actual canvas which
was executed in the Venetian
technique. Monolith is a
tour de force due to Chelich',
thoroughness of concept and
design as well as his high
degree of craftsmanship.
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Monolith, oil on canvos, 11 ' x 14', N FS
Christ Woshing Peter 's Feet, oil on canvos, 52 " x 52·, NFS
51. Joseph and Child, oil on canvas, 32" X 44", NFS
William and Alice Nudoro, oil on canvas, 24" x 27", NFS
Jacquelin Ostrowski, o il on canvas, 26'" x 28 "', NFS
Allosondro Mazzo. oil on canvas, 30" x 36''', NFS
louis Mazzo, oil on canvas, 28'" x 36", NFS
Angelica Mazzo, oil on canvas, 20" x 22 ", NFS
Self Portrait, oil o n canves, 16'" x 22 "', NFS
Lindo Thoren Neal, oil on canvas, 17" x 23 ~, NFS
Lynn Hanson, oil on canvas, 28" x 26'" . NFS
Unlirled, oil on canva s, 2 1" x 17", NFS
Oriental Still Ufe, oil on canvas, 28" x I S", NFS
African Still Life, oi l on ca nvas, 26" x 30", NfS
Aztec StillUfe,oil on canvas, 18" x 16 ~, NFS
Jan e's Memorabilia, oil on canvas, 26" x 21 ", NFS
Indian Stll/iife, oil on canvas, 25" x 2 1", NFS
Monolith Study: #1 Ma in Male Figure, postel. 4.4-1 / 2'" x 52"', $3,500.00
Monolith Study: #2 Sitting Mole Figure, postel, 28'" x 24", $850.00
Monolith Study; #3 Arm Studies, postel, 30-1/2" x 17.1/2", $450.00
Monolith Study: #1 Ma in Female Figure, charcoal. 29" x 24'", $600.00
Study # 1, pencil, 13" x 16", NFS
Study #2, pencil, 12" x 9·1/2", NFS
Study .# 3, pencil, IS " x 18", NFS
Study #4, pencil, 16-1/2 x 13", NfS
Study #5 , pencil, 20" x 16- 1/2", NfS
Study #6, pencil, 23" x 35", NFS
Study #7, pencil, 20-1 /2" x 25·1 / 2", NfS
Study #8: b/w cartoon and color sketch, photog raph ic reproduction, NFS
Cloy Study #1, plcslilene, NFS
Clay Study #2, plostilene, NFS
Cloy Study #3, plastilene, Nf S
Clay Study #4, plcstilen., NFS
Christ Wash ing Peter's Feet Study: #2 Christ's Face, charcoal, IS" x 18", $450.00
Christ Washing Peter's Feet Study: #3 Christ's hond, charcoal, \ 3" x 1Y, $400.00
Christ Washing Peter's Feet Study: #4 Hand Tying Sandal, charcoal, 18" x 16 ~, $450.00
Christ Washing Peter's Feet Study: #5 Peter's Hand, charcoal. 16" x 14", $350.00
Preliminary study from Christ Woshing Peter's Feet, pencil, 26'" x 50-l/2", NFS
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